“ A luminous, natural or artificial light source enters in
contact with the crystal generating a new light, which
filters its way into the space as a final residual of a body
that emanates brightness thanks to the crystal itself. "

TRANSLUCENT

TEXTURED ONYX

MATERIAL

Our Translucent Onyx Textured products aren’t really just for walls. They are for all types of
surfaces. They can be used to enhance the design of furniture, ceilings, cabinets, drawer
fronts, and doors. Our collection is comprised of designs that are all epoxy and granite mixes.
Our Translucent Onyx Textured products are available in many different patterns. Customized to
the details of your project, each pattern can be finished in any finishes. Installed on walls,
ceilings, desk facades, really, on any interior surface, our Resin/ Epoxy Panels create depth
and dimension and bring your project to life.

MATERIAL: TRANSLUCENT TEXTURED ONYX
Translucent Textured Onyx also known as synthetic onyx, is a
mixture of aluminum Trihydrate (ATH) and Casting Resins.

INSTALLATION
"Delicate", "soaring", "sparkling", "translucent"... when it comes to
building materials, onyx doesn't typically produce such evocative
descriptions.
Think "onyx" and most designers recall images of residential
countertops, traditional lobby floors, historical stone monuments,
and heavy building foundations. Associated with durability,
heaviness, and traditional forms, onyx is found in the palette of
traditional architects and most often in residential project types.
5 TIPS FOR DESIGNING WITH BACKLIT TRANSLUCENT PANELS
Translucent Translucent Onyx itself is a luxurious material, and when integrated
with the proper backlighting techniques the layers and depth of the stone is
further brought to life. You’re investing money and design time into this natural
product, so consider the following tips to properly showcase the natural beauty
of onyx:
1. Choose an Translucent Onyx variety that has significant visible veining or texture- the natural color and movement will
distinguish the synthesised stone finish.

2. Overhead applications
In terms of offering dramatic weight reduction, faux stone panels offer real benefit to designers and greatly
reduce structural requirements. Plus if the stone will be viewed from a distance and out of reach from
physical contact, it’s likely that the occupants will never know the difference.
3. Cost

2. White Translucent Onyx is the least forgiving man-made stone for backlighting applications. Backlit white Translucent Onyx
is prone to hot and cold spots, so allow more space between the stone and the lighting source or consider using diffusers,
scrims, and filters.

Based on our experience, faux stone panels are typically about 50% less expensive than traditional
glass-backed natural stone. The lightweight nature will reduce the amount of structural steel necessary to
support the faux stone in a feature wall or ceiling application.

3. When designing with standard dimensional Translucent Onyx panels, ensure that the light source is bright enough to transfer
through the stone surface.

4. Control/ Predictability

4. When designing with glass-backed panels, ensure that the glass is non-leaded. Leaded glass casts a greenish tint and can
alter the color of the Translucent Epoxy Granite panel.

Especially when you’re in a time crunch and looking for a quick material solution to add to your specs,
mother nature doesn’t always provide natural stone material in the exact way you have envisioned it,
packaged neatly for insertion into architectural drawing sets. For optimal control and predictability,
man-made materials offer the advantage.

5. When designing a ceiling or wall layout of backlit Translucent panels, consider the book matching composition and how the
seams will interact with the man-made veining of the stone.

When is a man-made onyx material a decent architectural solution
1. Complex Geometries
Let’s face it – even with the most advanced processes, natural stone panels just doesn’t like to be coerced into complex
geometries (particularly bent and curved shapes). Man made stone materials offer real flexibility in creating thermoformed and
custom shapes. In addition, mitered edges are easier to fabricate and control quality.

5. Time
This piggy-backs onto #4 above. With an easier specification process, man-made translucent stone panels
greatly simplify the decision-making process. Existing product collections set clear parameters on available
surface styles and options. While the manufacturing lead times for faux and natural stone panels are roughly
the same, the sampling and specification process for acrylic or resin stone panels is usually quicker.

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES INCLUDE:
- Vibration damping.
- Flexibility: custom linear ways, hydraulic fluid tanks, threaded inserts, cutting fluid, and conduit
piping can all be integrated into the polymer base.
- Inclusion of inserts etc. allows greatly reduced machining of the finished casting.
- Assembly time is reduced by incorporating multiple components into one casting.
- Does not require a uniform wall thickness, allowing for greater design flexibility of your base.
- Chemical resistance to most common solvents, acids, alkalis, and cutting fluids.
- Does not require painting.
- Composite has a density approximately the same as aluminum (but pieces are thicker to achieve
equivalent strength).
- The composite polymer concrete casting process uses much less energy than metallic castings.
Polymer cast resins use very little energy to produce, and the casting process is done at room
temperature.

Translucent onyx material has an internal damping factor up
to ten times better than cast iron, up to three times better
than natural granite, and up to thirty times better than steel
fabricated structure. It is unaffected by coolants, has excellent long-term stability, improved thermal stability, high
torsional and dynamic stiffness, excellent noise absorption,
and negligible internal stresses.
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Reccomended Lighting System
LIGHTING, CONTROLLERS, DIMMERS AND POWER SUPPLIES ARE SOLD SEPERATELY

LED FEATURES
Channel / extrusion:
Operational Temperature:
Estimated Lifespan:
Operating Voltage:
Power Supply:
Dimming/Control:
Warranty:

6.5 Watt per ft or 1.4W, or 4.5W (Depending on LED)
2700ºK-3700ºK Warm White (WW), 5500-7500ºK Cool White (CW)
4000ºK-5000ºK Neutral White (NW), COLOR CHANGING (RGB)
We can provide a full suite of Aluminum profiles
-30ºC min to 70ºC max
50,000+ hours
12 or 24 Volt DC
We have a complete range of approved power
supplies to meet your project requirements.
We can provide a full suite of dimming
and control
2 Years

SPLIT TAIL ANCHOR

LED DIMMING

N :L

TRANSLUCENT 3D TEXTURED
ONYX PANEL

ALUMINUM PROFILE
W/ LED STRIP LIGHT
& 3M DBL. SIDE
ADHESIVE FOR MOUNTING
ONTO ANCHORS

L (BLACK)

V+ (RED)

W (WHITE)

V- (BLACK)
VV+

SPLIT TAIL ANCHOR

VLED STRIP / FIXTURE

OTHER SUGESTED LIGHTING:

FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
LED TUBE LIGHTS

V+

Install applicable eire guage/ type

LED Type:
Color Temperature:

ORDERING INFORMATION
x

OCI-TLOModel

Qty. of Panels

Panel Sizes
(if available, or forward
drawings )*

Application

PatternType

Description/name:

INT W = Interior wall
Additional Customization:

WAVE

-

-

INT C = Interior Ceiling

WAVE

INT F = Interior Floor

DUNE

INT S = Interior Sculpture

BRICK

EXT V = Exterior Vertical

SQUARES

Surface

HONEYCOMB

EXT H = Exterior

WEIGHT

MODERNA
CUSTOM
-

Base Color

Finish Detail

INTERLOCKING

INTERLOCKING

YES

YES

RECOMMENDED
ORIENTATION

RECOMMENDED
ORIENTATION

PANEL SIZE

PANEL SIZE

BRICK

SQUARES

HORIZONTAL

18”IN X 18” IN

THICKNESS
WEIGHT

Additional Customization
Colors:

POLISHED
NON-POLISHED

Split Tail Anchors

OCI ST-30

OCI ST-44

OCI ST-34

OCI ST-50

OCI ST-40

OCI ST-60

Product Name: TEXTURED ONYX-Lite™ Translucent Textured Onyx Panels
Description: TEXTURED ONYX-Lite™ Translucent Textured Onyx Panels, allowing light
transmission. Stone selection, stone thickness, and glass type/thickness are custom per
application.
Manufacturer to provide shop drawings for approval by designer prior to fabrication.
Turn key lighting available with options: fluorescent, daylight or LEDS. All panels will vary in
color and design inorder to maintain natural look.

HORIZONTAL

32”IN X 24” IN

THICKNESS

1/4" to 1" max. relief

WEIGHT

2.9 +/- 10 lbs. per sq. ft.

2.9 +/- 10 lbs. per sq. ft.

INTERLOCKING

INTERLOCKING

YES

YES

RECOMMENDED
ORIENTATION

RECOMMENDED
ORIENTATION

PANEL SIZE

PANEL SIZE

HONEYCOMB

MODERNA

20”IN X 20” IN

Additional Customization
Colors:

WEIGHT

2.9 +/- 10 lbs. per sq. ft.

HORIZONTAL

Vein Color

THICKNESS

1/4" to 1" max. relief

2.9 +/- 10 lbs. per sq. ft.

1/4" to 1" max. relief

Horizontal Surface

-

THICKNESS

1/4" to 1" max. relief

DUNE

THICKNESS

1/4" to 1" max. relief

WEIGHT

HORIZONTAL

24”IN X 24” IN

THICKNESS

1/4" to 1" max. relief

WEIGHT

2.9 +/- 10 lbs. per sq. ft.

2.9 +/- 10 lbs. per sq. ft.

INTERLOCKING

INTERLOCKING

YES

YES

RECOMMENDED
ORIENTATION

RECOMMENDED
ORIENTATION

PANEL SIZE

PANEL SIZE

HORIZONTAL

20”IN X 20” IN

HORIZONTAL
TBD

CUSTOM PATTERNS AVAILABLE, PLEASE CONTACT US.
INFORMATION ON LIGHTING SYSTEM AND CONTROLLER
CALL US AT:

